
VIABLE AIR TESTING AND 
THE MYTH OF 1 CFU

“I do not think it means what you 
think it means.” 

-Inigo Montoya, The Princess Bride



Viable air testing needs to 
reliably detect down to 1 CFU
+ This is a requirement that is often stated by not only users, but active 

air sampler manufacturers

+ Where does it come from? → Annex 1 Grade A limit is <1 CFU/m3

+ Leads many users to believe their Grade A environment must be devoid of 
airborne biocontamination (sterile)

+ Therefore, if airborne biocontamination is present, their air sampler needs to 
detect it
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NOT TRUE

NOT POSSIBLE



Estimated Concentration

+ Limited sample volume

+ Only a fraction of the air in the aseptic area is 
tested

+ 100 lpm sampler in 10 min. = 1 m3

+ 3 m3 isolator with 60 air changes per hour

+ 30 m3 in 10 minutes
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+ Does a 1 CFU result = 30 viable particles?

+ Contaminants are not homogenously distributed temporally or spatially

+ Does a 0 CFU result = Sterile?

+ Even assuming every viable particle results in a CFU, NO!

Isolator
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So I need to reliably detect 1 
CFU/m3?

This assumes a number of things:

+ The number of CFUs counted directly represents the concentration of 
biocontamination

+ The method has 100% physical efficiency 

+ This collection process will not have any affect on growth

+ All microorganisms, in any physiological state, can be detected

+ The concentration of the sample affects detection
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FALSE ASSUMPTIONS
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What is a CFU?
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• Particle at least partially composed 
of viable microorganisms

• Often composed of multiple cells
• On a carrier (skin cell)
• In clumps, chains, etc.

• One or more particles that 
grew into a detectable 
colony

Indirect Measurement 

# Microorganism ≠ # Viable Particle ≠ # CFU

Isolator

Viable 
Particle

CFU



Physical Efficiency of an Air 
Sampler

In order to grow into a CFU, a viable particle must be deposited on 
the agar surface
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• Critical Parameters:

• Velocity

• Distance between the 
cap and surface

• Characterized by d50 → 
particle size where half 
fall out and half stay in 
airflow

All Viable Particles may not be collected



Collection Process Affects 
Growth
+ Impact velocity

+ Too fast can injure or kill

+ Balance with physical efficiency

+ Airflow causes desiccation

+ Settle Plates trade off collection efficiency for 
longer sample time
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Collection Process may render what is collected unculturable



Growth into a CFU
+ The Great Plate Count Anomaly (Staley and Konopka, 1985) → the difference in orders 

of magnitude between the numbers of cells from natural environments that form 
colonies on agar media and the numbers countable by microscopic examination

+ What does all this mean for CFU growth? → Biological ef�iciency
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Total Viable Particle = 24

• Not collected due to physical efficiency of sampler = 3

• Collected but doesn’t grow = 6
• Not supported by media used

• Nutritional requirements not met

• Physiological state (VBNC)

• Incubation conditions not conducive to growth (time, temp, O2, etc.) = 4

• Injured from harsh environment = 2

• Killed or injured on impaction (air) = 1

• Particles that can form a CFU to be counted = 8

Even those that survive collection may not grow 



The Affect of Concentration on 
Detection
+ A minimum concentration of CFU viable particles is not needed 

for colony formation

+ A high concentration can impact detection 
+ Feller correction
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What does a CFU represent?

+ If you ever got a count of 1 CFU from a m3 sample, you have 
proven you can detect and quantify 1 CFU/m3

+ Not a CFU until it is detected
+ You want to know the concentration of what poses a 

contamination risk → viable particles not CFU
+ No method exists to do this

+ All have limitations
+ All are estimates based on indirect measurements
+ Not an accurate measurement

+ Only represents a portion of total viable particles (not 
individual cells or spores) that can be detected by the method 
used
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What does this mean for Viable 
Air Testing?
+ There is no compendial method → air 

samplers are not equal
+ <1116> - “variability of as high as tenfold 

is possible among commonly used 
sampling devices”

+ You should review vendor efficiency 
testing as per EN 17141 (ISO 14698)
+ d50 should be <2 µm if using in aseptic 

areas
+ Biological efficiency only tests two 

organisms

+ Considerations for incubation
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Maosheng Yao & Gediminas Mainelis (2006) Investigation 
of Cut-Off Sizes and Collection Efficiencies of Portable 
Microbial Samplers, Aerosol Science and Technology, 
40:8, 595-606, DOI: 10.1080/02786820600729146

d50 (µm)

AAS 1 – Flow Rate 1 >10

AAS 1 –Flow Rate 2 4.8

AAS 2 – Media Fill 1 1.7

AAS 2 – Media Fill 2 2.5

AAS 3 – Media Fill 1 2.1

AAS 3 – Media Fill 2 3.0



What does this mean for Viable 
Air Testing?
+ How meaningful are recommended limits?

+ Trends better?

+ Viable Air Testing is a process monitoring tool, not a product 
quality test
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Analogy Time

You want to measure traffic rates

+ The instrument everyone has always used detects the color red and motion
+ Ability to detect cars that aren’t perfectly red (red-orange, maroon, etc.) varies between 

instruments

+ The minimum and maximum speeds detected also varies
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+ Does it make sense to say it detects red cars at rate of 1?
+ If it counts 4 red cars in 10 minutes, does that mean the traffic rate is 24 cars/hr?
+ If you only sample for 10 minutes a day and count no red cars, can you assume no 

one uses this road?
+ Can you tell if traffic rates are increasing or decreasing over time?



What does this mean if I’m looking 
at an alternative microbiological 
method?
Validation guidance (USP <1223>, E.P. 5.1.6, PDA TR33)

+ Applies analytical test method validation parameters to 
microbiological methods

+ Includes Limit of Detection (LOD) and Limit of Quantification (LOQ)

+ An AMM needs to be equivalent or better than the compendial method
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Example AMM: 
Biofluorescent Particle 
Counter (BFPC)



+ General validation issues with 
comparing to “Compendial 
Method”

+ There is no compendial method

+ Current methods not equivalent

+ Current methods not accurate

+ Do not measure the same thing

+ No standard to compare against

What does this mean if I’m looking 
at an alternative microbiological 
method?
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CFU –
One or more viable particles 

grow into a detectable colony

AFU –
Fluorescence from an excited 

viable particle assessed with a 
viability algorithm 



But my LOD/LOQ still needs to 
be 1 CFU/m3, right?
+ CFU/m3 is what is detected with an AAS, not the 

contamination level
+ There is some degree of overlap with the methods, 

but a particle that produces a CFU may or may not 
produce an AFU and vice versa

+ So should the LOD/LOQ be 1 AFU/m3?
+ It is possible to get a count of 1 AFU/m3, so by 

definition you can detect and quantify at that 
concentration

+ Uses a counting method → LOD/LOQ is not applicable
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Analogy Time, Part II

You want to use a new instrument to measure traffic rates

+ The new instrument detects metal and motion
+ Cars with plastic panels and certain paints not detected

+ Generally will detect more cars than the old instrument, but not as many of the red cars
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+ Would you make being able to detect 1 red car/hr a requirement for 
the new instrument?

+ Would you say it has to detect red cars as well as the old 
instrument?



What is LOD/LOQ?

+ LOD – The lowest analyte concentration likely to reliably be 
distinguished from a blank and at which detection is feasible

+ LOQ - The lowest concentration at which the analyte cannot only 
reliably be detected but at which some predefined goals for bias 
and imprecision are met (i.e. it is quantifiable)
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Where does LOD/LOQ apply?

+ LOD/LOQ applies to analytical assays

+ Entire sample collected and a single signal produced

+ Signal strength correlated to the concentration
+ LOD – Overcome noise

+ LOQ – Acceptable accuracy
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Counting Methods

+ Viable air test methods do not determine concentration like an assay
+ Some other rapid methods may (e.g. detect CO2)

+ The analyte, viable particles, are individually analyzed 
+ Sample not tested all at once to get a single signal

+ Each particle tested independently
+ AAS – Either it grows into a CFU or it doesn’t

+ BFPC – Either it falls in the algorithm or it doesn’t

+ Results of each are summed to get a total count

+ Concentration determined by dividing the count by the volume of air sampled over 
time → Not a static sample from one time point

+ Concentration does not affect whether a particle is detected or not (at the low end)
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What does this mean for AMM?

+ While well intentioned, LOD/LOQ is not a meaningful validation parameter
+ As a counting method, detection is not affected by a low concentration

+ Extensive studies at low concentrations provide no additional meaningful information 

+ Need to have some understanding of overall detection capability
+ Traditional culture based methods and AMMs are both inaccurate

+ The ability to detect each microorganism, and even different physiological states of the 
same microorganism, will be different

+ Difficult to compare these methods with individual test microorganisms

+ In-situ testing more meaningful

+ Risk/Benefit Analysis important 
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Take-aways

+ Viable Air test methods are an indirect measure of biocontamination

+ Cannot demonstrate sterility of environment

+ Serve as an indicator of the state of control

+ Detection capabilities of Viable Air testing method is critical → many factors 
can affect, but conc. is not one of them (at low conc.)

+ Requirements for Viable Air Testing and Equipment should be based on this 
understanding

+ Physical and biological efficiency of active air sampler

+ Facilitates adoption of AMM
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